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ALBERTA PORK STORY
About Alberta Pork
The Alberta Pork Producers Development
Corporation was organized in 1969 as a selfsustaining, non-profit hog producer and hog
marketing board controlled and directed by a board of
directors.
Alberta Pork’s primary mandate from 1969 to 1996
was the marketing of all hogs for slaughter, as a singledesk seller, and to carry out programs on behalf of
producers. In late 1996, the marketing powers were
modified to allow open marketing for producers.
Alberta Pork continues to represent the province’s
registered hog producers before government,
industry partners, media, the general public and other
interest groups.

Alberta Pork's assembly yards were located across the
province to make selling hogs accessible for producers.
Introduction
From 1969 to 2020, major changes have been afoot in
the Alberta hog industry, especially following the
1993 sale of the producer-owned Fletcher’s plant
(Olymel today) in Red Deer and the 1996 end of
single-desk selling.
Which events have most notably shaped Alberta
Pork’s position today? Which events have led
producers down the road where they find themselves
now?

Alberta Pork's 'hog-buying machine' helped manage
packers' bids during the days of single-desk marketing.

Some events were positive, while some events were
negative. And some event were out of producers’
control, while some events were in producers’ control.
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ALBERTA PORK STORY
Timeline
1969: Alberta Hog Producers Marketing
Board is founded under Alberta’s Marketing of
Agricultural Products Act.
1973: Canadian Pork Council (CPC) is created. The
Alberta Hog Board Export Program is created in
alignment with Government of Alberta trade
priorities; Japan is becoming a key market. Alberta
initially rejects supply management for pork.
1975: New hog marketing system is introduced using
six marketing terminals in Grande Prairie, Edmonton,
Vermilion, Red Deer, Calgary and Lethbridge as flow
control and hog collection points.
1977: Work is underway to ensure producers can take
advantage of contract marketing on all hogs, whether
domestic or exported.

1979: Alberta Hog Producers Marketing
Board is legally renamed “Alberta Pork Producers
Marketing Board.” Alberta Hog Journal expands its
scope to become the “Western Hog Journal.”
Government of Alberta and Alberta Pork raise
concerns regarding countervailing duty issues that
could arise from subsidized insurance programs in
other provinces.
1980: Government of Alberta strikes a review
committee for the Alberta hog market; producers
show overwhelming support for the Alberta Pork
Producers Marketing Board. Alberta Pork office
moves to Princess Elizabeth Avenue in Edmonton. The
Pocklington Financial Corporation, owner of Gainers,
purchases Swift Canadian and amalgamates under
Gainers, operating plants in Edmonton and
Lethbridge.
1981: Government of Canada beings exploring supply
management strategies for commodities; Alberta
Pork, again, takes a position in strong opposition.
Alberta Pork purchases the Fletcher’s Fine Foods
processing facility in Red Deer.
1983: Britco Pork begins operating in Langley, B.C.;
Fletcher’s owns a minority share in the company.

The Fletcher's facility in Red Deer was once an important
producer-owned meatpacking asset.

1984: Gainers plant in Lethbridge is sold to Canada
Packers; Gainers employees hold a picketing event at
the Alberta Pork office. Fletchers acquires a
distribution facility in Tukwila, Washington; U.S.
National Pork Producers Council passes a resolution
condemning the export of Canadian hogs to the U.S.
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ALBERTA PORK STORY
1985: Gainers launches a media campaign criticizing
Alberta Pork, which results in negative press and
encourages Alberta’s Agricultural Products Marketing
Council to reconsider the board’s status as a hog
marketer.
1986: Both Gainers and Fletcher’s experience
employee strikes. Alberta producers cross the picket
line at Fletchers and assume responsibility for
operating the slaughter operations.
1987: Alberta Pork Producers Marketing Board is
renamed “Alberta Pork Producers Development
Corporation.”

Gainers' feud with Alberta Pork in the 1980s was a first
step toward the push for open marketing of hogs.

1988: Agriculture Canada conducts a hog carcass cutout grading test, which is agreed to by Gainers and
Fletcher’s.

1993: Alberta Pork declares a patronage dividend to
be paid to producers for the sale of all the
organization’s shares of Fletcher’s.

1989: Legal challenges launched by the U.S. National
Pork Producers Council compel Alberta Pork to create
a contingency fund for legal battles, resulting in an
increase of levy by $2 per hog. Sunterra Meats
purchases its processing facility in Trochu.

1996: Alberta Pork’s position as the single-desk
marketer for all hogs in Alberta comes to an end; the
Western Hog Exchange (WHE) is formed as a division
of Alberta Pork.

1991: Canadian Pork International (CPI), a joint
initiative of the Canadian Meat Council (CMC) and
CPC, is created to represent pork processors and
exporters.
1992: Canada, the U.S. and Mexico sign the North
American Free Trade (NAFTA) agreement.

1998: Alberta Pork consumer services office opens in
Calgary. The Canadian Quality Assurance (CQA)
program is launched. Maple Leaf converts its beef
processing plant in Lethbridge to pork.
1999: Separation between Alberta Pork (producer
services) and WHE (marketing services) is complete;
two distinct boards of directors are formed.
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ALBERTA PORK STORY

Lower hog prices, higher farm expenses and general inflation have all contributed to financial difficulty in the industry.
2000: As producer numbers shrink and production
sizes increase, the Alberta Pork board of directors
reduces its total number of districts from nine to six.

2009: H1N1 influenza enters Alberta, causing major
disruption in the pork industry.

2001: Olymel purchases the Fletcher’s plant in Red
Deer. Alberta Pork producer services office moves to
south Edmonton, its current location.

2015: WTO issues a fourth and final ruling confirming
that U.S. mandatory Country of Origin Labeling
(COOL) discriminates against Canadian cattle and
hogs.

2006: World Trade Organization (WTO)
unsuccessfully negotiates removing trade barriers for
global agricultural exporters; Alberta Pork
participates. Alberta markets nearly four million hogs,
an all-time high.

2018: African Swine Fever (ASF) epidemic hits China
and eventually spreads to more than a dozen
countries in Asia and Europe. Pork traders and
analysts encourage increased pig production, as a
result.

2007: The U.S. Government introduces Mandatory
Country of Origin Labelling (mCOOL), delivering a
significant blow to Canadian
pork marketing ability.

2019: Porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED) enters Alberta
for the first time. All four cases are presumed negative
by the end of the year.
2020: COVID-19 pandemic and decade-low pig prices
create large profits for packers and retailers, while
producers curtail production and exit the industry.
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
Registered Alberta producers & sows

Registered Alberta premises by type
(929 total in 2019)
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
Alberta pig production
(2.7 million pigs in 2019)

Movement of pigs to federally inspected
processing facilities
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT
Economics
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CHAIR'S REPORT
Introduction
I would like to thank our nearly 900 producers and many partners in
industry, government and academia for their ongoing efforts to
strengthen our sector during these tough times.
This year, we welcome a returning Board Director, Marcel Rupert. He joins
me and Vice Chair Stan Vanessen, Treasurer Martin Waldner, and
Directors Mark Wipf, Hendrik Fourie, Craig Thompson and Ian Moon.

Our world was turned on its head earlier this year with supply chain disruptions, business lockdowns and
stringent public health measures instituted in response to COVID-19. While no-one could have seen it coming,
the virus has had an impact on our entire society that will likely be permanent in some ways.
COVID-19 has been yet another challenge to Alberta’s hog farmers who are already struggling with very poor
prices for their pigs and insufficient business risk management (BRM) support, while observing packers and
retailers making profits hand-over-fist at home and abroad. Addressing this situation has been our top priority
this year, and it will certainly remain top-of-mind in the coming year.
COVID-19 presents a unique problem
Rather quickly following Alberta Pork’s semi-annual meetings in early March, the COVID-19 curse descended
on our province and country almost overnight. We were lucky enough to be able to host those meetings inperson!
Virtually all industries have been tugging at the sleeves of the provincial and federal governments for support,
which has thrown their budgets completely out-of-whack. As such, it is overly ambitious to expect much
emphasis in any given area, including agriculture; however, some support has been provided our way.
In May, Prime Minister Trudeau announced a whopping $252-million stimulus package earmarked for
agriculture, including $125 million for farmer AgriRecovery, $77 million for processors and $50 million for food
surplus redistribution. Processors were quick to take advantage of the funds to help retrofit plants and provide
protective equipment for workers, and the food surplus fund was recently divvied out to select food banks and
other organizations, but the AgriRecovery support seems to have been, so far, not much more than an
announcement, as we have no idea if any of that money has reached producers anywhere.
Despite that disappointment, some positive forms of federal support have arrived when it comes to covering
farm worker wages and housing costs for foreign labour, along with provincial support for businesses. We have
been trying to assess the extent to which these supports have helped Alberta hog farmers, but the going
assumption, based on feedback, is that they have not done much for most.
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CPC advocates for better BRM programs
While AgriRecovery has been largely unhelpful, the other two programs in the core provincial-federal suite of
business risk management (BRM) tools – AgriStability and AgriInvest – have been a greater focus for the
Canadian Pork Council (CPC).
On two separate occasions this year, CPC asked for changes to AgriStability: the first was an ask to bump the
reference margin from 70 to 85 per cent, and the second was a counter-ask to keep the reference margin as-is but
increase payout levels. Even before that, at the beginning of COVID-19, CPC asked for a $20 per head ad hoc
payment for all hog farmers. So far, none of these initiatives have come to fruition.
The CPC is in a very tight spot in this regard. They are operating under a considerably unreceptive government
during a time of much uncertainty and many competing priorities. At one point, Marie-Claude Bibeau, Minister,
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, suggested enough had been done already. She made this claim noting that there
was still unused money available in AgriInvest accounts across the country. At the time, we encouraged producers
to use these funds, if available, even though they are practically a pittance compared to what we really need in
terms of support, as most producers have less than $10,000 (if any funds) in their accounts.

Pricing, pricing and… pricing?
During last year’s AGM, the Alberta Pork Board of Directors and staff received a clear message that many
producers are very upset with the pricing situation. We want you to know that we do not take that sentiment
lightly, and we know your survival (and ours as an organization) depends on better pricing.
Canadian pig pricing differs from region to region, but it is safe to say that all four western provinces are in a similar
boat when it comes to being the most vulnerable to volatility. That is why, earlier this year, the western provinces'
general managers and board chairs put their heads together to come up with an approach for seeking shared value
with packers.
Our widely publicized resulting effort was an open letter to the leaders of Donald’s Fine Foods, Maple Leaf Foods
and Olymel to sit down with us (only virtually, unfortunately) to discuss the state of the industry
and the concern for long-term price reform. Having stated our case, and the packers having stated theirs, it was an
important step forward toward mutual understanding and benefit, and while the work is far from over, both sides
express a willingness to continue the dialogue.
In 1996, producers decided to end single-desk selling. Just three years earlier, in 1993, producers sold off the
Fletcher’s plant in Red Deer. It was a time of dramatic change in the industry, with production on the
rise and the number of total producers steeply on the decline. Margins were good, investment was booming, and it
looked like the hog sector was ready to leap into the new millennium with a fresh approach to business.
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Nearly a quarter century down the road from that point, we are seeking to make this freer marketing system
more equitable for both producers and packers. While we are actively studying all angles of the problem, we
are not trying to give off the impression that the Alberta Pork organization is cheerleading for one solution over
another – that is entirely up to producers and packers. What we are doing is making available as much
information as we can to help inform your decisions and generate constructive discussion. Often, the best way to
accomplish that is by being a bit thought-provoking and investigative.

CPE resolution still on the books
Two years ago, as producers in some parts of the country were prepared to start implementing the Canadian
Pork Excellence (CPE) program, Alberta took a stand, issuing a resolution at our AGM in 2018 related to
postponing delivery of the program. The resolution, upheld in 2019, and is still being worked on by the Alberta
Pork Board of Directors. We continue to hold off on implementing CPE in Alberta and look for a response from
packers on the issue of compensation.
The CPE resolution is reflective of much larger problems inherent in our pricing structure. While a deadline
extension has been implemented for the existing Canadian Quality Assurance (CQA) program, the compensation
request has gone unanswered. Essentially, producers must now decide where Alberta Pork is headed: we can
continue refusing CPE and risk losing out in the long run, or we can step back and prepare to own the transition.
With that in mind, we are not without options. Stakeholders across the entire value chain depend on each other,
which means producers must be profitable, or they will go out of business. Certainly, we are consciously aware
and concerned that producers have been curtailing breeding, and a handful of large producers have even stopped
raising hogs over the course of the past year.
This is bad news for everyone, since the survival of producers always has been foundational to reliable hog
supply, and our under-capacity packers still need us. There is only so much cannibalizing behaviour that the
industry can absorb without completely collapsing.
Conclusion
From the familiar to the downright unexpected, the problems that have plagued Canadian pork production,
especially for us here in Alberta, continue to linger. At times, it feels like we are shouting into the wind, and
no-one hears us.
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It is a disheartening reality to contend with, and it would be dishonest to say we are looking particularly better
in the coming year ahead. But aside from the obvious, I want you to know that the Alberta Pork Board
of Directors and staff have your backs, to the extent that we can have an impact. And we want you to help us
help you – consider reaching out with ideas, concerns or other feedback to help chart the course. We can only
improve your situation if we understand your needs as best as possible.
In closing, I would also like to point out that, as Canadian pork producers, we share a significant risk by pricing
our pigs off the U.S. Midwest marketplace and by U.S. cut-out models. As shown over the past year, these
models are heavily impacted by U.S. politics, significantly low volumes that remain priced off the ‘cash markets,’
along with many other factors that Canadian producers cannot control or manage.
I have a great concern over a couple of things going forward that could have significantly negative results to hog
farmers in Alberta and across Canada:
1. African Swine Fever (ASF)
If ASF were to break here in Canada, we would obviously face significant challenges, but we are hoping that our
provincial and federal governments will step in to provide assistance to our sector.
My concern is that, if ASF breaks in the U.S., we as producers will be hammered financially due to how we price
our pigs and will possibly not be provided with assistance from our governments. Meanwhile, in this scenario,
our packers will be presented with a financial windfall as the U.S. industry will not be able to fulfill their
international sales. Experience has shown that our packers have little interest in sharing the value of the pig, and
I would suggest that, in this example, they would not have much incentive to change.

2. China
Currently, the ASF situation in China has provided a significant positive impact on the world price of pork, even
though Canadian producers have not benefited much from this opportunity.
My concern is that, if China is successful in combating ASF-related challenges and manages to rebuild the
country’s pig herd to pre-ASF levels, the world will be awash in pork. This will lead to a significant drop in the
value of the hog, regardless if it is priced on U.S. cash markets or on the cut-out. Given the lack of historical
profits, I fear that Canadian producers could be decimated, should this occur.
I leave you to contemplate these two potential challenges and to ask yourself how we change our industry.
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Introduction
While there has never been a shortage of issues for Alberta Pork to tackle,
2020 will certainly be a year for all to remember how important the pork
sector is to both domestic and global food security.
It is also a time for everyone in this sector to consider what could be
accomplished if there was a better business arrangement between packers
and producers – to consider what business risks could be better mitigated
and what positive gains could be achieved for both. However, the time for
reflection is waning, and so too is our industry. If we cannot arrive at a
solution on this one fundamental issue, what does that truly say about our
industry’s future?
1. SHARED VALUE in all caps, bolded and underlined is the number-one concern for our industry, with everything
else sitting a rung below on the ladder. With that in mind, we cannot forget all the supporting efforts that go into
creating a Canadian-raised pig, nor those unplanned challenges that continuously confront our industry; being
proactive versus reactive is what well positioned industries do. We need to come together to resolve our pricing
issues and build a stronger working relationship that will allow us to proactively address issues, rather than
spending our time reacting to the next industry challenge.
As the pricing crisis continues to remain unaddressed, our house of straw becomes an attractive target for the
wolves that would like to see our demise. We need all members of the value chain to recognize that if you, the
producer, do not make enough money to pay the bills, you also do not make enough money to fight off the
diseases that could crater the pork sector’s $24-billon annual contribution to the national economy. If you do not
make enough money to pay the bills, you cannot effectively address changing societal or packer demands, or stay
ahead of the advances made by activists. If you do not make enough money to pay the bills, you cannot adopt new
technologies, grow an industry or be seen as a positive investment to the next generation.
While COVID-19 may have altered our way of life and work, this industry has fundamentally adapted and shown
significant overall growth on the back of our producers, with an amazing $550 million increase in export
sales in 2020 compared to 2019. Unfortunately, the nature of pricing in Canada – operating off the U.S. cash
market realities – has created a much different picture for pig producers versus packers. Profitability has been
lost, and this long-term, systemic problem further highlights the fact that government-supported business risk
management (BRM) programs cannot work under the economic fundamentals faced by producers.
With physical distancing and hygiene practices considered, the pork sector’s existing biosecurity protocols have
situated us well to overcome the challenges presented by COVID-19, even more than other agri-food sectors.
While packers did experience many more obstacles in safeguarding workers and the unpredictable policies from
China, in western Canada, we have been fortunate that our packers and health authorities have worked together
to keep plants operational during COVID-19, ensuring no backlog of pigs has occurred. In fact, our western
packers have been able to alleviate some of the eastern Canadian hog backlogs, as that part of our country has
suffered more greatly due to COVID-19 plant closures.
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While 2020 has almost passed, we still find ourselves at a bit of a standstill, as the passionate plea for greater
shared value for western Canadian pigs – initially made two years ago, in the fall of 2018 – remains unanswered.
When producers across this country asked packers to recognize the value of the Canadian Pork Excellence (CPE)
program, this desperate move was made because revenues are consistently trending below cost of production,
threatening the very survival of producers.
It is easy to say we need to bring costs down to the level of the most-efficient U.S. farms, or that the measure for
our packers should be at the level of the most efficient U.S. plants. Fair enough. But let us sincerely hold our
sector’s feet to the fire on a multitude of issues that directly affect Canada’s ability to market more than $4 billion
worth of pork outside of the country annually.

Throughout the course of the year, we have also worked on many non-pricing-related issues. Other notable files
include:
Training producers on new transport regulations and euthanasia practices.
Understanding our provincial and federal governments’ priorities and how those align with our organization’s
goals.
Winding down the Alberta Hog Feeders’ Association (AHFA).
Working to safeguard our industry by preparing for the threat posed by African Swine Fever (ASF) and other
foreign animal diseases
Working to eradicate wild boar in Alberta.
Internally, we have completely revamped our producer database, and we continue to implement our electronic
manifest for swine traceability – the only one like it in Canada. These are just some of things we have been
working on, but the list of smaller tasks is also long. If we take a moment to look at our competitors in the U.S.,
they are now releasing a tracking system for their pigs and creating a database with producer locations and
health status, to provide extra protection for all stakeholders, as part of ASF preparedness. In Alberta, we
implemented the provincial premise identification (PID) system in 2009, followed by the launch of our traceability
system in 2010 with farm-to-slaughter movements, later expanded to cover farm-to-farm movements.
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We are doing great things in this industry, and we need to recognize the value pork producers generate within
the value chain. As we work through pricing discussions, we must also stay mindful of the many things we do that
are critical to protecting our industry, allowing it to remain competitive both domestically and internationally. To
that point, packers need to ask their marketing teams what differentiates Canada from the U.S., especially in
Japan, which is our highest-value trading partner. And our whole industry needs to ask itself what allows us to
operate at home in Canada. On a daily basis, we would all be very surprised at the enormous value provided to
our industry by the attributes of the Canadian Quality Assurance (CQA) and Canadian Pork Excellence (CPE)
programs.

Boosting our economic understanding
Price and cost of production play an equally important part when it comes to getting a clearer picture of
producers’ financial standing. The challenge we have faced for some time is transparency, since there are very
few mechanisms that allow for cost and pricing transparency. If anything, information in Canada is often
unobtainable, while we continue to use data from the U.S., rather than share our own.
Last year, Alberta Pork welcomed the expertise of Dr. Bijon Brown, our Production Economist, to lend credibility
to the economic information we are trying to develop. Part of this endeavor is to understand the cost of
production, secure packer settlement statements to realize the value of pigs at the time of purchase, provide
transparency in various contract agreements, and look to gather unpublished cut-out and sales data for Canadian
pork. Divulging this data seems to be the transparency problem. Everyone likes to see the data, but few like to
provide it. We do, however, appreciate those producers who have supported this effort, as they see the value and
understand that you cannot negotiate with what you do not know.
In our effort to bring transparency forward, we have also presented information to packers on behalf of
producers across western Canada to highlight the perpetual problem between cost of production and revenue. In
partnership with the Canadian Pork Council (CPC) and other provincial pork boards, we have spent a great deal
of time and resources trying to fix a list of government-supported BRM tools that would definitely help
independent producers if they were allowed to have some profitable years. We continue to look for options that
can support producers financially in difficult times, whether the hardship results from disease incursions, pricing
woes or trade-related concerns.
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Providing producer services in an uncertain time
Operating in a climate of much uncertainty has become the standard for everyone in every sector. For Alberta
Pork, it has created some hurdles that have somewhat limited our ability to serve producers in the best way,
face-to-face. For several months earlier this year, part of that limitation included farm visits for CQA program
validations, training and other activities that would have otherwise taken place, were it not for COVID-related
travel and gathering restrictions.
Despite limitations, Javier Bahamon and Cris Neva, our Quality Assurance and Production Team members, have
been carefully adapting to the new set of expectations, as they continue to consult with producers on CQA,
Transport Quality Assurance (TQA) training, animal welfare support and general operational assistance.
As importantly, they are continuously working on biosecurity and surveillance issues that help to safeguard the
industry in the wake of African Swine Fever (ASF), porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED), Delta Coronavirus and other
disease threats. Javier and Cris are tireless ambassadors for our organization and the industry, leading Alberta
Pork on issues related to animal health, welfare and food safety.

Traceability is the companion to biosecurity and surveillance when it comes to protecting our industry.
Compared to certain other agricultural commodities, traceability in our sector is a real crown jewel for our
system, allowing us to do business by earning market share and maintaining public trust in the integrity of
Canada’s food system.
Alberta Pork’s traceability initiatives are a trifecta effort, thanks to Christina Quinn, our Traceability
Coordinator, along with support from Janice Brown, our Administrative Coordinator, and Jose Rivera, our
Agriculture Intern.
We have also now launched our electronic manifest – several years in the making – which is being piloted by
quite a few eager participants. We encourage you to try it out if you have not yet! The 21st century has
accelerated the development of technology in all aspects of our lives and using an e-manifest to track pig
movements is a superior technique compared to pen and paper. More than making our lives easier, it
demonstrates our sector’s dedication to innovation, which can only be a good thing.
Earlier this year, Alberta Pork partnered with the Government of Alberta to start eradicating wild boar in our
province, with the goal of preventing potential disease transmission, especially ASF. We have hired two
consultants who are actively in the field in north-central Alberta baiting, trapping, and euthanizing invasive pigs.
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It is a tedious task, but as we watch the German swine industry struggle dearly due to the presence of ASF in that
country’s native Eurasian wild boar population, we are reminded that, although difficult, eradicating wild boar is
necessary. Please ask your fellow landowners to support our industry by reporting wild boar sightings to our
team.
In the past year, the provincial government was also instrumental in passing legislation to protect producers
from trespassers and activists, as well as instituting the new Results Driven Agriculture Research (RDAR) agency
to support producer-focused research funding. In addition, the provincial government has implemented a red
tape reduction priority that we are watching closely.
While reducing red tape has helped the government limit spending, it is now barely noticeable, considering the
immense costs that have come with fighting COVID. Unfortunately, these unanticipated, increased costs have
resulted in cuts to staffing at Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, including the dismissal of some of our long-time
partners. The cuts have also eliminated some alternative energy incentive programs that we were previously
trying to help producers access.
As we look at red tape reduction, Alberta Pork has been working with the Alberta Agricultural Products
Marketing Council to review and clean up some administrative items, and to introduce a few new items in our
own regulations. Most notable is the request to have packer settlement data provided to Alberta Pork so that a
generic summary of pig values can be published in the future, as is available in Ontario and Quebec, and through
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). During Alberta Pork’s 2021 semi-annual meetings, we will discuss
that request and other desired changes to the overall structure of Alberta Pork’s producer membership base.

Beating the producer drum through communication
Last year, we brought the Canadian Hog Journal back in-house, with Andrew Heck, our Communication
Programs Coordinator, leading the editorial efforts. This magazine is published five times annually for thousands
of readers from coast-to-coast, representing an important and unique communications tool that we are
fortunate to have at our disposal. Canadian Hog Journal content both feeds and is fed by stories on Alberta
Pork’s website and social media, representing a full circle of outgoing and incoming information.
This past year, we have also seen an influx of news media inquiries from within Alberta mainstream media and
Canadian agricultural media. Our messages are being seen, but the major challenge remains getting the attention
of the right people who can help us rectify some of our issues.
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Conclusion
While the barriers to our success may often appear to be many, addressing the fundamental problem of shared
value will surprisingly help to reduce most of the greatest potential fears, as our industry will simply be able to
achieve more.
In the coming year, we strongly need to see the following:
The shared value issue properly addressed.
More producers engaged in our cost of production study, and sharing settlement data, as we seek better
industry opportunities.
Development of better business risk management (BRM) tools.
Producer participation in a national environmental footprint study, as we require approximately 40 producers
in Alberta to respond to the survey.
Recognition that biosecurity, surveillance and traceability are the pillars of a country that exports more than
70 per cent of the pigs and pork it produces
Continued conversation between producers and Alberta Pork on the issues that demand industry attention.

I would be remiss without recognizing the ongoing contributions of two long-standing staff members: Marilyn
Griesheimer, our Office and Finance Manager, who has dedicatedly served Alberta Pork and producers since
1977, and Charlotte Shipp, our Industry Programs Manager, who continues to find solutions and resources to
better position our producers and the industry.
Alberta Pork will continue to represent producer needs, and by working together with the entire industry, we can
move the needle in a positive direction for everyone. We realize that our success and failure are intimately tied to
yours. It is our belief and commitment that working toward the greater good for the broader industry should be
the focus for both the producer and packer. This is the only sustainable path.
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